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Abstract 
According to the Ministry of Transport, inland waterway transport is one of 5 modes of transport in 

our country with a very important role. Inland water transport not only plays a role of transiting large 

volumes of cargo and passengers, but also creates millions of jobs, contributing to social security and 

national defense and security protection. However, there are still many inadequacies in our country's 

water transport such as: There is still a situation where the water transport routes are not at the same 

level; phenomenon of exploiting underground resources not according to the planning or 

technological process (exploiting sand, gravel ...) often happens rampant on almost rivers and canals 

throughout the country; the signaling system is not yet consistent between the signal of the inland 

waterway management unit and the owner of the work; cargo handling and management of inland 

ports and wharves still face many shortcomings; the force of means of development is fast and 

uneven, but only concentrated in some urban areas and industrial parks. Therefore, the Ministry of 

Transport has proposed a scheme to facilitate the development of synchronous inland waterway 

transport infrastructure, connecting with other modes of transport; improve the capacity of crew 

members and drivers of inland watercraft; create favorable conditions for business activities inland 

waterway transport with reasonable transport costs; improve the quality of waterway transport 

services; ensure safety and environmental friendliness; create clear advantages for other modes of 

transport. Specifically, will develop and promulgate mechanisms and policies to create favorable 

conditions for the development of inland waterway transport infrastructure; to develop and 

promulgate mechanisms and policies to support the development of rationally structured fleets, with 

push-pull fleets accounting for around 30%, self-propelled fleets account for around 70% of the total 

inland waterway vessels; prioritize the development of container fleets; activities of inland waterway 

transport and training and retraining of human resources for the inland waterway transport industry. 

Besides, building mechanisms and policies to develop multimodal transport and logistics services; 

encourage investment in equipment for handling large volumes of cargoes and container cargoes at 

inland waterway ports. 
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1. Introduction 

Country Director of the World Bank in Vietnam Mr. Ousmane Dione (WB) said, according 

to the WB review, in the period of 2011-2015, the inland waterway sector accounted for 2-

3% of the annual budget invested in the transport sector. However, in the period 2016-2020, 

this ratio decreased to only 1.2% of the estimated budget. Such level of investment is not 

sufficient for the expansion of carrying capacity and maintenance maintenance. After 

decades of development, the length of the inland waterway transport network receiving 

barges over 300 tons accounted for only 30% of the 7,000 km length of the entire route. This 

rate is very low compared to the successful commercial inland waterway transport systems in 

the world. This fact illustrates the need to continue investing and investing substantially in 

critical backbone infrastructure, which are also key trade corridors. Such large-scale 

investment needs need to be addressed through strategically allocating limited public 

resources while mobilizing private sector participation in financing and service delivery. 

“Removing infrastructure restrictions to attract private investment into their fleets, and 

encouraging international service providers with new technologies to collaborate with local 

businesses, will give It also helps to increase and improve standards for these important   
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services, with lower logistics costs and less emissions, 

”suggested Mr. Ousmane Dione. Therefore, the World 

Bank recommends that the transport sector should 

encourage investment from the private sector in the port 

system, while the state budget will focus on investing in the 

development of transport infrastructure. In addition, 

Vietnam may consider further development of a transport 

infrastructure development project (except for a port) that 

has the potential to follow a public-private partnership 

(PPP) model. For potential projects, it is necessary to 

concentrate on creating practical conditions and supporting 

the successful implementation. In order to start, the 

Vietnam Inland Waterway Administration may consider 

expanding a number of short-term channel dredging service 

contracts (mostly annual contracts), which are quite small 

at present, into PPP contracts. Small tissue carried out for 

several years.Vietnam is a country has dense rivers network 

with 2630 rivers, canals large and small channel and more 

than 41.900 km receptions but now only 8036km exploited. 

Especially, in the Northern provinces (Red river delta) and 

the Southern provinces (Mekong delta) have many rivers 

most. Most of rivers of Vietnam are originated in from 

foreign and only flowing in the middle and downstream. 

And 2 big rivers of Vietnam are Mekong River and Red 

river also originated from foreign. Inside Mekong River 

originated from Tibet and Red river originated from China. 

Both the waterway network in the north is currently over 

4,500 km are exploiting transport, of which the national 

route is 2,663.9 km, running through most of the economic 

centers, urban areas and industrial parks. The birth of the 

Hoa Binh, Son La, Thac Ba, Tuyen Quang and other 

hydroelectric power plants such as Lai Chau, Huoi Quang, 

Ban Chat (Da River) contribute to regulate and reduce the 

amplitude of fluctuations. Flood level, downstream 

sedimentation of rivers; it also creates reservoirs hundreds 

of kilometers long and is the ideal transportation route. 

According to the economic zoning, the North has formed 

clusters of ports: Ha Noi, Ninh Binh, Viet Tri, Hoa Binh, 

Ha Bac, Quang Ninh, Da Phuc. Other, serving the export 

demand, coal consumption of thermal power plants, 

cement, ship industry, transshipment super-heavy cargo. 

However, since most of the river ports in the north were 

built in the 1980s, the old, outdated facilities, equipment 

and loading equipment were destroyed. Commodities 

through port terminals are less than 60% designed, mainly 

bulk goods.  Coefficient of using wharves and warehouses. 

There is not yet a river port that qualifies for container 

handling. Many temporary wharf ports, which are not up to 

the technical standards for exploitation, are not regularly 

inspected (for stability, bearing capacity, anchorage ...). 

Environmental pollution and degradation of landscapes in 

ports and wharves have been and will continue to increase 

rapidly without restrictive measures. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Diagram of transportation line in the South 

 

As known, water transportation accounts for 53% of freight 

in our country in which 48% of the domestic waterway 

transportation with more than 210 million tons of goods 

transport by domestic waterway each year in it Mekong 

Delta is the main transport route with the largest mass 

transportation in our country. According to the draft, it will 

encourage the development of inland waterway 

transportation through a number of mechanisms and 

policies: Investing in developing infrastructure of the route; 

encourage the development of infrastructure of inland ports 

and wharves; encourage the development of inland 

waterway forces; encourage the development of inland 

waterway transport activities; investing in logistics 

infrastructure development and speeding up the 

socialization of logistics services. Specifically, corporate 

income tax will be reduced by 30-50% in the first 5 years 

of operation for investors building major inland ports with 

a system of warehouses and yards for logistics activities; 

Modern passenger port. At the same time, support land rent 

for construction of inland port port infrastructure system for 

handling cargo and developing multimodal transport; set 

aside an adequate land fund for investment projects on 

building ports and inland wharves, especially container 

loading and unloading ports. The Ministry of Transport 
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said, currently, there are 45 national inland waterways 

nationwide with a total length of over 6,650 km (North 17 

routes, South 18 routes and Central 10 routes). These are 

arterial transport routes connecting major economic 

centers, industrial parks of the region and the whole 

country. In addition, support 20-50% of bank interest to 

invest in the purchase of cargo handling equipment with 

large volumes, modern container cargo installed at inland 

ports for container handling. According to the draft, to 

encourage the development of the force of inland waterway 

vessels will support 20-30% of bank interest for transport 

businessmen to invest in building new large-sized vehicles, 

self-propelled ships carrying containers. With a large 

engine capacity involved in transporting goods by inland 

waterways; support 20-30% of bank interest in investing in 

buying high-speed passenger vehicles to operate on inland 

waterways. At the same time support fuel costs for this type 

of transport, especially on the pressure relief routes for road 

transport. Besides, the best support service will be 

organized (signaling system, flow notification, anchoring 

position, procedures for entering and leaving ports, 

wharves, loading and unloading, warehousing, transport 

connections ...); forecast, information on goods sources for 

businesses; creating the most favorable conditions for 

transport enterprises and individuals to access and enjoy 

preferences from the Government's support policies, such 

as tax, fee, credit policies, etc. 

 

2 Domestic Waterway Transportation: Solutions, 

Policies 

With a trade / GDP ratio of about 200%, the demand for 

effective logistics systems in Vietnam is huge. Meanwhile, 

with the integration and reduction of tariff barriers, the 

competition on exports is increasingly dependent on factors 

such as quality, labor productivity ... and especially 

transportation costs, low logistics. . At the same time, the 

share of Vietnam's middle-income population is increasing, 

their consumption needs are also increasing, especially in 

fast-growing urban areas, and therefore requiring 

relocation. Chemistry gets bigger and bigger. Since 2000, 

Vietnam's volume of freight per ton-km has been 

increasing at an average rate of nearly 10% per year, higher 

than the GDP growth rate (averaging at 6.4% per year.). 

According to the World Bank's report, in the transport 

sector, road and inland waterway transport are the two 

areas transporting up to 90% of the total volume of goods 

and services circulating in Vietnam. However, road 

transport is proving to dominate. Data on fleet capacity in 

2018 showed that inland water transport accounted for only 

about 17% of the national freight volume, while the share 

of road transport was about 77% and sea-phase 

transportation was 5%. Due to the fact that inland 

waterways are an advantage of Vietnam, where there is a 

dense network of rivers, not large investments, low 

waterway transport costs bring very high efficiency with 

taking advantage of self-exploitation. Course. Meanwhile, 

over the years, Vietnam's road traffic has grown fast and is 

hot. That increases the situation of traffic accidents (156 

times higher than inland waterways), impacts on the 

environment many times more than inland waterways, and 

especially causes high logistics transport costs. The number 

of domestic waterway ports in Vietnam as of the present 

time and planning for 2020 is more than 130 cargo ports 

are devided into three main group: Key ports; the ports of 

local and specialized port group and more than 30 

passenger port are spread from North to South. In which 

port of cargo volume the largest is Ninh Phuc port in Ha 

Noi is with cargo volume 8,5 milliontons/year next is Chem 

– Thuong Cat port with cargo volume 4,5 milliontons/year, 

Truong Tho port with 3,6 milliontons/year, Phu Dong new 

port with 3 million tons/year and Viet Tri port with 3 

million tons/year. The river ports can give ships size bigger 

5000 DWT into are located in the Southem including: Port 

Bourbon Ben Luc, Thanh Tai port, Phuoc Dong Port, 

Phuong Quan Port (Long An); Port of Long Binh (HCMC); 

Ha Duc port; Nhon Trach port; Tin Nghia port; 

TRACOMECO Port (Dong Nai). 

Up to now, Vietnam has had 37 passenger ports, which 

concentrate mainly in North (Red river delta) and in South 

(Mekong delta). Particularly, the North has had 20 ports 

with 5,52 million passengers/year and the South has had 17 

passenger ports with 29 million passengers/year. Vietnam 

not only has passenger ports and cargo ports but also the 

domestic waterway port, which exploit minerals. For 

example, coal, gasoline. About fleet in Vietnam, the cargo 

ship is divided into 2 types as voyage and liner. Liner is 

planned and well-schooled but it is incoherent with 

Vietnam‘s economic versus the voyage. Passenger ship has 

fleet, which served passengers at the passenger ports. 

Additionally, the government and the ministries of 

Transport has made a decision on developing and planning 

period 2015 -2020 and oriented development about fleet in 

2030. Accordingly, 2020: Volume of cargo will reach 

393.89 million tons and 85.9 billion tons per km. The 

number of passengers will reach 170 million passengers 

and 3.5 billion passenger per kilometer; volume of 

container traffic will reach about 3.45 million TEUs; 

volume of marine cargo will reach about 17.1 million tons. 

Tending to 2030: Volume of cargo will reach 655.89 

million tons and 141.5 billion tons per km; the number of 

passengers will reach 200 million passengers and 4.1 

billion passengers per kilometers; volume of container 

traffic will reach about 5.57 million TEUs; volume of 

marine cargo will reach 30.3 million tons. As can be seen 

from the plan of oriented fleet development period 2015-

2020: Total the volume of cargo which will be planned 

until 2020 will be 20 – 22 million tons (The volume of 

fluvio-marine cargo will reach 0,85 million tons; The 

volume of container traffic will reach 1,2 -1,3 million tons) 

and passenger ship will be  780 thousand seats . About the 

number of exploitation of vehicles  on the domestic 

waterway of cargo fleet in VietNam which is planned until 

2020 will be about 7,8 – 10.2 million tons of vehicles, there 

will be 6.8 -8.8 million tons to satisfy with development  

and 1.0 – 1.4 million tons to change the old ships which 

need to sell. About passenger fleet will be 90 – 125 

thousand seats, there will be 10 thousand seats to satisfy 

with development and 80- 115 thousand seats to change the 

old ships which need to sell. 

According to the plan of the Government and The 

ministries of Transport, Vietnam will develop all types of 

ship have modern technical features, apply new 

technologies, appropriate equipment, prevent from 

environmental pollution (equipment which contains sludge, 

waste from oil, sewage, garbage, hazardous waste, 

collection, transport, waste disposal,…) to use for  

developing water transport in general and domestic 

waterway in particular. Besides, in spite of Vietnamese 
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favorable geographic position and 3.260 km of coastline, 

Vietnam provides a great opportunity for fleet development 

but in 2015 Vietnam ranks only 28th in the world. With 45 

points, Vietnam is much lower than other countries in Asia 

such as China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Korea, Malaysia, 

Japan. Due to the low export volume of Vietnam, the lack 

of seaport system, few deep water ports and outdated 

seaport infrastructure, the mother ships of major carriers do 

not favor to port. Moreover, the fleet of Vietnam sea ships 

is rather fragmented, low fleet weight and poor 

management capacity. Therefore, many companies exploit 

ships ineffectively, thus limiting their ability to link sea 

transport. Specifically, the inadequacies of the Vietnamese 

fleet include: 

According to data from the Transportation Sector 

Restructuring Scheme, the current share of ocean freight in 

the total transport volume is only 17.6% (while road 

transport is still at a high level With 75.3% of total 

transport volume), this proportion is not commensurate 

with the potential and strength of a country that has a huge 

advantage in maritime transport development such as 

Vietnam. Vietnam's shipping fleet is almost exclusively 

operating on inland transports with a market share of over 

90%. On international routes, the fleet mainly runs short 

routes around Southeast Asia and Northeast Asia and also 

accounts for only about 12% of the market share on these 

routes. Despite its large market share, inland shipping is 

facing low tariffs, scarce resources and a disproportionate 

between North-South transportation (The direction between 

North to South is only about 60% in comparison with South 

to North). 

According to statistics of Vietnam Maritime Bureau, by 

2015, Vietnam's cargo ship fleet has 1,849 vessels (not 

including 38 foreign flagged vessels) with a total tonnage 

of 7.3 million DWT. However, the structure of the US 

Navy fleet is generally not reasonable. In the container fleet 

trend of the world, container ships of Vietnam only 64, 

accounting for 3.5%, much lower than the average 

proportion of 13% of the world. Recently, the rate obulk 

carrier has 188 (10.2%), but its exploitation is generally 

ineffective. According to general assessment of Vietnam 

Maritime Bureau, the number of ship owners in Vietnam is 

quite a lot, but financial capacity and management level is 

limited. Of the 597 shipowners, only 33 owners of vessels 

have a total tonnage of over 10,000 DWT and the rest are 

564 small business owners of the private sector in the 

provinces of Hai Phong, Thanh Hoa, Thai Binh. , Can Tho 

... but only managed 27% of total fleet tonnage. 

Apart from the above mentioned limitations, there are also 

inadequacies in each type of ship. Bulk cargo ships: mainly 

transported agricultural products (rice, sugar ...), steel 

products, iron ore, fertilizer, coal dust, cement ... on 

domestic and short routes in the Southeast Asia, China or 

some ships transported on long distances to West Africa, 

South America, Eastern Europe. Currently, bulk carriers 

with a tonnage of less than 10,000 DWT account for the 

largest volume but only 13% of total tonnage. The ships of 

20,000 - 30,000 DWT account for 47% of the total tonnage, 

and over 40,000 TDW are very few but account for 21% of 

the tonnage of the bulk carriers of Vietnam. The 

exploitation of bulk carriers of Vietnamese enterprises is 

generally very inefficient, the average time for running 

vessels is only 30 - 35%, the time of empty bulk carriers is 

still quite high, about 13 - 15% during the year, the time 

waiting for ships to work usually also accounts for about 

20-25%, the phenomenon of the afternoon ship in line 

while the lack of goods very often. Container fleet: Sea 

container shipping began to develop in Vietnam in the 

1990s. Up to the end of 2015, Vietnam had 15 container 

shipping companies with a total of over 64 ships. 

Download about 544.106DWT. VN container ships are 

generally small in terms of tonnage, the age of the ship is 

high, the speed is slow compared to the container fleet of 

foreign firms. Vietnam has only two shipping lines ranked 

among the top 100 container shipping companies in the 

world, namely South China Sea and Vinalines, but also in 

relatively low rankings. Most of Vietnam's container ships 

operate on domestic routes like Hai Phong - Da Nang - Ho 

Chi Minh City under the protection of the Government. 

Only a few carriers have sailed to Singapore and Hong 

Kong but the frequency is limited. Meanwhile, competitive 

pressure on international routes for Vietnam shipping lines 

is growing. In 2015, Vietnam has over 40 international 

container shipping lines and currently accounts for about 

85% of Vietnam's export and import container. These 

shipping companies operate mainly under three forms: VN 

companies as agents, joint venture companies or companies 

with 100% foreign capital. Checking on policies for water 

transport in general as well as construct the new policy 

framework for developing types of water taxi, bus taxi , 

which contribute to the development of public transport in 

major cities such as Ha Noi, Ho Chi Minh, Da Nang. 

Pushing up the development of container traffic by 

domestic waterway on the main waterway connect to 

international gateway ports. Encouraging transit Enterprise 

Corporation with high capacity, which takes part in 

container traffic by domestic waterway 

Create a healthy competitive environment, equal to enhance 

the capacity, efficiency of production and business of 

enterprises domestic waterway transport; encourage and 

create favorable conditions for enterprises to domestic 

waterway transport enhance joint ventures, associated with 

trucking businesses, rail, sea ports have enough ability to 

provinde service methods multimodal transportation 

services and logistics of high quality 

Encouraging socialize form carrying  out dredging 

domestic waterways project not using the state budget, 

combining  with the recovery of the product according to 

current regulations. Supporting rent for building domestic 

waterway ports infrastructure system serve cargo handling 

and develop multimodal transportation; saving appropriate 

land foundation for investment projects in the construction 

of the domestic waterways port, especially the ports of 

loading and unloading cargo containers. 

Promoting  communication as well as handle strictly cases 

lay out crew members, driver  of domestic waterway 

vehicle  who have incorrect title or crew members , driver 

of domestic waterway vehicle  whom doesn’t have 

professional certificate or using diploma, professional 

certificate which is not suitable. 

Enhancing inspection and monitoring about the activities of 

register, registry at the local as well as patrolling control to 

reduce infringe situation of register, registry of domestic 

waterway vehicles. 

Promoting, developing socialization of investment for 

building yards at the North and the South to meet the 

demands about developing fleet in modern way. 

Encouraging, supporting ship building and repairing 
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domestic waterway vehicles yards improve capacity, 

Improving enlargement of domestic and foreign 

coalescence to finance, technology handover. Organizing 

plan for shipbuilding yards and repairing domestic 

waterway vehicles within the country. 

 Promoting inspection and monitoring activies to excute 

existing laws for environmental protection related to the 

domestic waterway field; Investing means and equipment 

to fix the oil spill, collecting with domestic waterway port. 

Building and improving standards, regulations, rules, 

procedures, regulations, economic and technical norm in 

the fields study, design, construction, acceptance, 

maintenance, maintenance of domestic waterway in 

structure. Coordinating with other transport sectors which 

are applying advanced methods of transportation, 

especially multimodal transport. 

The rate of inland waterway transport is 17.72%, passenger 

transport is 4.1% of transport volume of the entire transport 

sector. The average growth rate of transport volume from 

2015 to 2020 is 11.20% per year in cargo and 2.5% per 

year in passengers. 

Cargoes reached 393.89 million tonnes and 85.9 billion 

tonnes.km; Passengers reached 170 million passengers and 

3.5 billion passengers.km; Container shipping volume was 

about 3.45 million TEUs; the volume of sea-river transport 

reached 17.1 million tons. The proportion of inland 

waterway transport accounted for 15.48% and passenger 

transport was 1.9% of the total transport volume. The 

average growth rate of transport volume in the period 2021 

- 2030 is 5.20% per year in cargo and 1.41% per year in 

passengers. Freight reached 655.89 million tons and 141.5 

billion tons-kilometers; Passenger reached 200 million 

passengers and 4.1 billion passengers-kilometers; Container 

shipping volume is about 5.57 million TEU; the volume of 

goods transported by river-channel vessels reached about 

30.3 million tons. — Vietnam's shipping fleet is in a state 

of surplus of small-tonnage vessels, composite cargo 

vessels, while there is a lack of large-scale vessels running 

international routes and specialized ships carrying cement, 

chemicals and gas. Liquefied. With such a fleet structure, 

the domestic fleet only accounts for 10-12% of the import 

and export market, of which thef growth of container ships 

in the world about 7.7%, the new Vietnam only increased 

by more than 1%. In contrast, composite cargo ships 

accounted for the largest number with 1,085 units, or 

58.7%. Subsequently, dry bulk carriers were 318 (17.2%). 

Oil tankers and chemicals with 185 (10.5%), but owned by 

many shipowners. The combined dry bulk market share 

accounts for 12%, containerized cargo accounts for 8%. %, 

liquid cargo accounts for 8%. The export market of the 

Vietnamese fleet is mainly China, Southeast Asia, Asia, 

some ships have exported to Eastern Europe but in very 

small quantity. Some Vietnamese ship owners have large 

vessels such as Container Vinalines Company, East Sea 

Transportation Company, Gemadept Corporation, Vietnam 

Shipping Joint Stock Company, have ship to Europe and 

North America. Most of the dry bulk carriers, mainly 

containerized feeder feeder ships, are used in Singapore 

and Hong Kong, while other major markets such as the 

Americas are owned by foreign shipping lines. The reason 

for the low market share of Vietnamese shipping is 

primarily due to subjective factors such as improper fleet 

structure; The technical condition is weak, the ship is 

detained many times abroad; The organization of 

management of service delivery of Vietnamese enterprises 

is weak, lack of linkage between ships, cargo owners, trade 

and insurance; Difficult financial resources; Weak and lack 

of human resources; The habit of buying CIF, selling FOB 

lost the opportunity to rent a means. In addition, due to 

some objective reasons such as the global financial crisis; 

Oil prices, fuel prices are unstable and continuously rising; 

the mechanism of government policy is lacking and 

incomplete. 

 

3 Conclusion 

Improving infrastructure to increase the competitiveness of 

inland waterways is a prerequisite to reduce logistics costs 

in Vietnam. It is necessary to allocate the Government 

budget optimally between modes, both in terms of 

investment costs and recurrent expenditures. Accordingly, 

the State needs to continue investing and investing 

substantially in critical backbone infrastructure, which are 

also the main trade corridors. Such large-scale investment 

needs need to be addressed through strategically allocating 

limited public resources while mobilizing private sector 

participation in financing and service delivery. . Removing 

infrastructure restrictions to attract private investment into 

their fleets, and encouraging international service providers 

with new technologies to collaborate with local businesses, 

will allow increase and improve standards for these 

important services, with lower logistics costs. In addition, 

building a multi-modal transportation network that 

connects seamlessly to minimize transportation costs and 

enhance sustainability is also a solution many experts 

mentioned. The South has built 400,000 km of motor roads, 

expanded the national highway system and rural highways. 

Development of road and waterway transport is important 

but in the current period, it is necessary to invest more in 

waterways to reduce transportation costs, thus contributing 

to reducing logistics costs. Sharing the same view, the 

director of the World Bank also said that besides the road 

network is strong enough, it is also necessary to ensure the 

smooth connection of waterway, railway, sea and air. 

Multimodal transport will help strengthen connectivity and 

improve network resilience. 
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